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Q2. Approximately how many miles do you live from Victory Park?

Responses
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Q3. What mode of transportation would you likely use to get to 
Victory Park? (Mark all that apply.)

Responses
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Q4. Does your household currently use any public pools?

Responses
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Q5. Would you travel outside of your neighborhood to use another 
pool facility even if your neighborhood has a public pool?

Responses
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Q6. How likely is your household to use the new pool at Victory 
Park?

Responses
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Q7. What activities should the Victory Park Pool support?

Responses



Open swim/Recreation/Family Fun Swim lessons Lap swimming/Aquatic fitness
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Q8. In terms of importance, how important are the following 
programs at Victory Park Pool?

Weighted Average
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Q9. What age group resides in or visits your household? (Mark all 
that apply.)

Responses





114104488155 Aug 27 2022 10:20 AM This is great, I can't wait to enjoy it with my family.

114104439924 Aug 27 2022 07:37 AM Any options for an in door heated pool for year around swimming?

114103982818 Aug 26 2022 10:26 AM

Yesterday there were surveyors at the park.  They were surveying from the firehouse 
driveway to the sidewalk on Pershing.  I hope that the city is not putting in a huge pool 
and removing trees.  A small pool the same size as we had is sufficient.  That way the 
young children could learn to swim and we would still have shade around the pool.  I want 
to be able to sit in the shade of the trees and watch my grandchildren.  Too many trees 
have already been removed from the park.  There were removed all around the edge of 
the park years ago and never replaced.

114103533015 Aug 25 2022 06:41 PM It would be greatly appreciated if this pool was renovated

114102820839 Aug 24 2022 09:21 PM
It is very important to have the pool open and to have a city employee keep clean and 
safe

114102630004 Aug 24 2022 02:34 PM
Really looking forward to the pool. We love victory park and it would be great for our kids 
to have swim lessons right across the street. 

114102476052 Aug 24 2022 11:22 AM
A pool at Victory Park will give people access  to learn to swim which is extremely 
important.  It will also build community. 

114102396971 Aug 24 2022 09:43 AM

The city should put the money to park and tree upkeep.  The city will cease to maintain 
the pool just as it has ceased to maintain the park.  Don't make another big mistake and 
take on another project that will not be maintained.

114101948405 Aug 23 2022 07:17 PM
Swimming pools and aquatic centers are very important to the community for health and 
wellness. 

114101936379 Aug 23 2022 06:50 PM

Please don’t build a pool in our neighborhood if it’s going to be too small and not well 
maintained - like all the other pools in Stockton. They just attract problems, not serious 
swimmers. 

114101903476 Aug 23 2022 05:34 PM

I live in 95212 ‘cause there is no community pool for us. I’ve brought my child to Victory P-
pool and it was fun. Provide ample shade and seating for us to sit/watch our family in 
pool. How about adding a small water feature for kiddies to play in while bigger kids swim. 
How deep will pool be? Also maybe evening or night swim events for additional revenue. 

114101764888 Aug 23 2022 01:24 PM
Hope to see the new pool used by the near by communities, and also hope to see the 
pool safe, maintained, as well as the surrounding grounds.

114101660156 Aug 23 2022 11:01 AM

I do not think that there is room at Victory Park for a pool or the traffic that is associated 
with it.  The park is over-used.  There are hardly any people at the other public pools 
when we go to swim.  The people advocating for the pool are not likely to be swimming in 
it. Maybe we need a pool out north?

114101125516 Aug 22 2022 07:09 PM
I swam every summer at Victory Pool. I love the idea of providing great summertime 
recreation for our neighborhood. Thanks for your effort.

114101049955 Aug 22 2022 04:30 PM

The children of this neighborhood should have somewhere to go to swim and get out of 
the heat. I used to swim there growing up and want my Grandchildren should be able to 
also. 

114101010111 Aug 22 2022 03:16 PM

I certainly would like to have the Victory Park pool renovated so that my kids could learn 
how to swim.  That's all my family wants.  We just want the kids to be able to learn how to 
swim.  They are young and need to learn how to swim.  We don't need anything fancy.  
Just a pool for the little ones to learn how to swim.  Thank you.

114100838689 Aug 22 2022 11:12 AM

I would like my goddaughter to learn to swim.  I want the pool to accommodate young 
children.  That is my main concern.  Victory Park is a small park.  We don't need anything 
bigger than the original pool.  Keep it small.  Don't destroy the trees.  We need to sit in 
the shade of the trees to watch the children.  Anything bigger and the city will not be able 
to maintain it.  Even though it is fenced, It will just become a hole in the ground for 
skateboarders and will attract transients.

114100827802 Aug 22 2022 11:00 AM
Adding a ramp to get into the pool would be very helpful for those of us that are mobility 
challenged.

114100807611 Aug 22 2022 10:34 AM Bigger and gender neutral dressing rooms 



114100700473 Aug 22 2022 08:25 AM Get ‘er done!

114100297666 Aug 21 2022 05:22 PM
Looked for you at Music in the Park, but could not find your booth. Maybe you could have 
included a note , where you would be. 

114100293690 Aug 21 2022 05:08 PM

See above comment: In the past kids walked or rode bikes to pool. Now with crosstown 
Freeway 4 and Pershing exit from Highway 5, more traffic congestion can impede parking 
for local residents during pool operation hours.  As already happens, homeowners are 
finding increased litter (alcoholic bottles, soiled Pampers, food containers) in street left by 
park visitors.  How will the City address these issues?  Residents pay taxes for municipal 
services that need attention. Will appropriate signage be placed not to block driveways or 
dump litter in the street (for example)?

114100292071 Aug 21 2022 05:02 PM

When the pool used to be open my now 17 year old daughter she was little then and we 
enjoyed packing a lunch and her and her friends would go swim as I would sit outside the 
gate in shade and watch. She had a blast and when they closed we were disappointed. 
As that was the only community pool in our area. I would like to see a swim team be there 
I was on swim team for 9yrs when I was little it was so much fun. I hope the pool reopens. 

114100209104 Aug 21 2022 10:45 AM

All of the children in our neighborhood need access to swim lessons and safe recreational 
swimming access.  I am a senior citizen with access elsewhere but though I am an 
unlikely user of the pool I am highly in favor of you renovating and e and  rerreopening 
this pool.  As you know it has been out of use for many years.  During it's closed period I 
did see teens jump the fence and take a dip in the green muck so security at night would 
be a must. But the benefits would be so worth it.  This city is short on safe and pleasant 
activities  for children.

114100020414 Aug 20 2022 06:07 PM Great idea my parents grew up using this pool

114100013646 Aug 20 2022 05:32 PM

I, among others, want the Victory Park Pool to be renovated to its exact size. Not a large 
community center that would requires much maintenance. The City of Stockton is not 
known to continue with funds and care. Let's keep Victory Park a neighborhood park.

114099987121 Aug 20 2022 03:13 PM

We have our own pool, so the likelihood of our using the pool is low. However, my sister 
and I grew up using the pool for lessons and recreation and my children for lessons. It 
would been so beneficial to have it working again for the neighborhood community. 

114099985449 Aug 20 2022 03:04 PM Please fix our pool!!!

114099966845 Aug 20 2022 01:33 PM
We would love to see the community have access to the pool - though, our household 
might not use it. 

114099921052 Aug 20 2022 10:27 AM
The pool should get back into operation. When our children lived at home they used the 
pool and enjoyed it very much.

114099882425 Aug 20 2022 08:22 AM
Keep pool small for younger children do not enlarge footprint do not remove any tress. 
The city does not keep up the property they have now. No city resources keep it simple 

114099880779 Aug 20 2022 08:17 AM It sure would be great and most appreciated Thankyou 

114099866675 Aug 20 2022 07:35 AM Consider adding a water feature in addition to the pool.

114099865088 Aug 20 2022 07:31 AM
What about a water fountain feature like Weber Point for children to play in?  Isn’t that 
more economical?

114099670754 Aug 19 2022 06:47 PM

My wife and I want to see kids splashing and having fun.  My kids used the pool many 
years ago. I used to jog aroundround the park. We have seen fine shows at the Haggin. 
Fix the Basketball court and the tennis court. We spent many hourss playing tennis.  This 
park is a jewel. Let's use it

114099626054 Aug 19 2022 04:39 PM Please keep it clean!! 

114099616421 Aug 19 2022 04:15 PM Hope you make the pool bigger than it was. 

114099601187 Aug 19 2022 03:40 PM

I am a licensed architect and have lived in this neighborhood for over 70 years. Attended 
victory school and learned to in the victory park pool. I look forward to seeing the new 
pool design.



114099592925 Aug 19 2022 03:24 PM
Confused if this pool is open to the public outside of our neighborhood. If that’s the case 
we won’t be visiting. 

114099552680 Aug 19 2022 02:06 PM

 Great memories of my son swimming at Victory Park. I would be interested in 
water aerobics or lap swimming. Water safety is so impressive! Every year we hear of 
kids drowning in our area.

114099493180 Aug 19 2022 12:31 PM
Use to swim there growing up. Remember it was small but inviting for all the kids. Would 
like to see a larger pool, open to fit the many patrons of victory park.

114099490152 Aug 19 2022 12:26 PM

I swam at this pool as a kid and my kids did as well. We bought our first house less than 
a mile from Victory Park. Stockton communities need to see the city officials and likes 
care about our future. Bring back recreation activities. 

114099440146 Aug 19 2022 11:13 AM

For people that walk to the park I believe it’s more important to create safe crossings into 
the park across The Pershing race track than anything else at the moment. Slow that 
traffic down first! Let’s keep the kids and adults safe as they walk to the park. 

114099420093 Aug 19 2022 10:44 AM

If we don’t feel safe at the park because the park is open for EVERYONE, you have 
homeless people doing crazy things and even sleeping at the park where kids play, you 
have sick people watching kids and who knows what they do, what makes you think I 
would take my kids to swim at the pool? I like the idea of having a pool open to help cool 
with this hot weather but my kids safety comes first.

114099376511 Aug 19 2022 09:44 AM we think the pool area should be bigger and have the deepest of the pool to be 8 ft 

114099313875 Aug 19 2022 08:28 AM Yes we want a pool and victory park!!

114099286876 Aug 19 2022 07:55 AM Love to have that pool constructed soon

114099259460 Aug 19 2022 07:17 AM

I am concerned that users living further away will use the pool and it will become less 
available to residents from the neighborhood. A paid membership to access the pool or 
day use fees make sense. 

114099252360 Aug 19 2022 07:08 AM
What will the City do to enforce parking and speed control, which already has become 
significantly worse in the last several years at Victory Park?

114099030851 Aug 19 2022 12:00 AM Our neighborhood could really use this. It's long overdue

114099029057 Aug 18 2022 11:55 PM

To allow lap swimming, a 25 meter length pool (at least) would be preferable. Swimming 
lessons would be beneficial to the local community. More public bathrooms in the park 
would be awesome. Many people use the park, more than two toilets should be available 
year round. 

114099001360 Aug 18 2022 10:38 PM

Not sure if a pool is the best investment. It is used only seasonally, but maintenance is all-
year and very expensive. We watched it fall in disrepair before. It was dirty and 
unhygienic. Teens and young adults were always occupying it leaving no room for 
younger kids. A skateboard ramp might be better.

114098998965 Aug 18 2022 10:31 PM Would be nice to have a pool in the neighborhood

114098966312 Aug 18 2022 08:52 PM
We live across the street from victory park and feel like a community pool would be 
lovely. I hope there will be scheduled swim lessons and senior swim. 

114098931787 Aug 18 2022 07:27 PM
Grew up across the st. Had many great memories at the pool would love to share that 
with my son. 

114098913433 Aug 18 2022 06:42 PM
I grew up going to Victory Park pool. It was so nice to have a safe    Pool so close to my 
home

114098910035 Aug 18 2022 06:35 PM

I want swim lessons for my children and swim time for my children.  I don't care to swim.  
Please keep the pool small for the children.  It's most important for small children to learn 
to swim and then they can go on to a lake, river, or the ocean and be safe.  

114098908583 Aug 18 2022 06:31 PM The pool should be only for local residents, not open to the general public. 

114098902108 Aug 18 2022 06:17 PM

The neat thing about the pool was that wasn't very deep.  Younger kids could access the 
pool.  I hope it's bigger than before.  Had lots of fun there as a kid!  Have my own pool 
now.



114098899414 Aug 18 2022 06:12 PM Stockton is bad enough and victory park is not a safe place anytime. 

114098875931 Aug 18 2022 05:19 PM
Splash pad would be really nice! Also I learned to swim through the swim lessons 
provided here & would love to bring my children 

114098874149 Aug 18 2022 05:15 PM I think having a pool at Victory Park is essential for the community

114098872414 Aug 18 2022 05:11 PM It may keep kids busy in the pool and not on the streets. 

114098864027 Aug 18 2022 04:53 PM
I would like to see various types of aquatic fitness either as classes or during designated 
times

114098862642 Aug 18 2022 04:50 PM We are so excited!

114098849608 Aug 18 2022 04:21 PM

It would be sterling to see people and families using Victory Park once again.  I would 
certainly use the pool if there were aquatics and fitness classes available for the older 
population.

114098846161 Aug 18 2022 04:13 PM Good for the neighborhood kids

114098837712 Aug 18 2022 03:56 PM
Are they actually going to keep drugs out are they actually going to watch the activity that 
occurs there will there be strict rules To protect the neighbors

114098827189 Aug 18 2022 03:34 PM
Bring back the pool at Victory Park. This community deserves to have the renovations 
Dona and the pool returned. 

114098824411 Aug 18 2022 03:29 PM Do this!!!!!!  Yay!!

114098819212 Aug 18 2022 03:19 PM Thank you for all your work bringing awareness to this project!! So excited!! 

114098818312 Aug 18 2022 03:17 PM

Consider different times of day schedule for each of the listed activities. Very early hours 
 for laps, later

Morning hours for swimming lessons, then rest of the day for open swim

114098817392 Aug 18 2022 03:15 PM
Love the indoor pool at Edison HS, maybe partially covered with solar cells or large US 
Shade structures. 

114098814380 Aug 18 2022 03:10 PM
My daughter and her family live off and they would love to bring their children to 
use this pool. So many memories will be made here. Bring the joy back to the community!

114098813665 Aug 18 2022 03:08 PM
The space available for a pool renovation would be better used as a splash pad and water 
play area. 

114098784613 Aug 18 2022 02:16 PM Victory Park pool is a good thing for our community. 

114098783630 Aug 18 2022 02:14 PM We would appreciate a neighborhood pool so very much! 

114098782758 Aug 18 2022 02:13 PM
Please make it a membership only pool. The funds would pay for upkeep of 
pool/insurance and deter trouble makers. 

114098782612 Aug 18 2022 02:12 PM

Victory park is a Stockton park jewel, Museum concerts, and festivals, little league, 
walkers and joggers also soccer It needs more attention than it gets. like more bathrooms 
on the west side by ball diamonds. There were 3 working park bathrooms in the 1960s 
when I swam at the victory pool there should be at least that many NOW. Also fix the 
sprinklers which have 2 Water supplies of city water and a newly installed WELL water 
system that can be used now with the drought and water restrictions. And last a valley 
OAK tree replanting program. TREES ARE FALLING AND DYING FASTER THAN THEY 
ARE BEING REPLACED And no replacing with free 6" twigs that the lawn service mows 
over. I would very much like a reply explaining why this is not feasible.

114098777398 Aug 18 2022 02:04 PM We would love a pool at Victory Park!

114098773556 Aug 18 2022 01:59 PM Would love to have an aqua fitness class.

114098747193 Aug 18 2022 01:20 PM
I live across the street from Victory Park.  I am excited at the prospect of the pool 
renovation!

114098736870 Aug 18 2022 01:06 PM This has been a long time coming and would be a great asset for the neighbor.

114098675947 Aug 18 2022 11:46 AM

 Rankin Park in Martinez did a wonderful job renovating their pool, it would be nice to 
have a play space for you g kids and water slides for older kids incorporated into the 
renovations at Victory Park.

114098648882 Aug 18 2022 11:10 AM congratulations!

114098639893 Aug 18 2022 10:58 AM We are happy for getting a new pool for the children.



114098191988 Aug 17 2022 11:01 PM
That pool area needs a large financial investment for bathrooms and changing rooms in 
addition to pool restoration. 

114098164819 Aug 17 2022 09:51 PM

Stockton California needs get a new Roller Skating Rink and Minature Golf and Ice 
Skating and more like Recreation indoor Gyms basketball and other things keep our 
Children's busy keep out Trouble and keep away from Guns.

114098102055 Aug 17 2022 07:30 PM I would love if there were kids swim lessons and even toddler survival lessons!

114098097030 Aug 17 2022 07:20 PM
We need a pool in this area. We all need.... kids and adults  need to have something nice 
in Stockton. 

114098096527 Aug 17 2022 07:19 PM Water safety is important in this Delta water community.

114098090749 Aug 17 2022 07:07 PM 12 Years too long! Open it up 

114098015799 Aug 17 2022 04:28 PM Just make sure you have security there so it stays a family friendly space. 

114097905158 Aug 17 2022 01:21 PM
I believe the pool should stay a small footprint design.  Since the city always has cost and 
maintenance concerns, any grandiose plans will not be sustainable.  Keep it simple.  

114097690957 Aug 17 2022 08:47 AM

There should be a fee for using the pool with a high enough single use to discourage the 
homeless from making it their bath house.  A season pass with a card that offers a lower 
daily cost spread over the season. Need to make sure that the city is committed to 
budgeting for life guards, cleaning, and maintenance. Thank you!

114097680530 Aug 17 2022 08:34 AM
I think the old pool was too small and should be expanded to 25M. Also they should add 
more public restrooms since they have only the ones near Pershing Ave

114097658664 Aug 17 2022 08:10 AM
Please add water activities that don't include swimming in the pool. ie: Splash Pads, 
Waterslides, Wall Fountains 

114097503055 Aug 17 2022 04:32 AM Safety

114097391192 Aug 17 2022 12:35 AM

I'd like to see a pool similar in size to what we had before.  We want a neighborhood pool 
that gives kids the opportunity  to learn to swim.  Something small that the city can 
maintain.

114097390037 Aug 17 2022 12:33 AM
Do we really need a pool when there are so many other problems that money should help 
with?

114097370803 Aug 16 2022 11:47 PM

 In the 60s I spent every summer day in the pool. I also took 3 sets if swimming lessons.
 The pool was jammed with kids back then.

Lots of days it was so crowded the boys and girls had different shifts of 20 minutes each 
 back and forth all afternoon sometimes.

I hope it gets used and a modest fee it fine by me.

114097238286 Aug 16 2022 06:14 PM

We need more free public access recreation in this city. To many homeless camps are 
over running parks and recreation areas for family's to enjoy. This city is widely known to 
it's residents as one of the worst places to live in America. Let's make our city fun and 
safe again

114096453883 Aug 15 2022 07:17 PM

Please install trash cans, lots and lots of trash cans that will be serviced! I live one block 
away and then picking candy wrappers and garbage out of my yard every single day and 
that is not an exaggeration.

114096429652 Aug 15 2022 06:24 PM

 NO SWIM MEETS!
 No closures for special events or private parties.

Parent supervision required at all times, no drop offs. 

114096369927 Aug 15 2022 04:15 PM How can it Support itself all year around and not be abandoned like it was before?

114096298371 Aug 15 2022 02:10 PM
Make sure the pool is as big as Sherwood park pool!  Stockton is hot, and I want to swim 
laps. 

114096286700 Aug 15 2022 01:53 PM Will we get results on the survey?

114096127771 Aug 15 2022 10:10 AM

Have outside showers and require shower before swimming.   Have on line reservations 
for lap swimming in 30min segments.   Require check in upon arrival and have penalties 
for no-shows.  Maybe charge like $1 just to keep the unsavory from using it as a bathtub.  
I was a lifeguard here when I was 16, back in 1987.  

114095741083 Aug 14 2022 09:10 PM
There are limited resources for all groups in Stockton.  Consider providing times set aside 
for each, rather than huge blocks of "open swim".  



114095716235 Aug 14 2022 07:32 PM
Stockton needs more pools. Victory Park is a popular park and I can see it being full 
again

114095635114 Aug 14 2022 02:41 PM I grew up swimming at this community pool, I would love to take my kids as well! 

114095573013 Aug 14 2022 10:19 AM

Locker rooms would be great.  If would be nice if the pool were able to be opened year 
round.  It would be nice if it were open until 9 at night so that people who work can get 
exercise after work.

114095541516 Aug 14 2022 08:24 AM Fix the park walking ability first! Too many cracked sidewalks 

114095534340 Aug 14 2022 08:02 AM Please consider putting up a back board for the Victory Park tennis courts:)

114095415452 Aug 13 2022 10:41 PM City of Stockton pools are great for the community!

114095290079 Aug 13 2022 01:14 PM Really excited for this!

114095285944 Aug 13 2022 01:00 PM

We have many seniors in this area, along with younger families. It would be nice if you 
could split hours to make the pool just available to families during certain hours and just 
available to seniors during certain hours.

114095224156 Aug 13 2022 09:40 AM

Very glad the pool is being reopened.  Providing swim opportunities for neighborhood 
children and families, a place to learn how to swim, and improving the beautiful Victory 
Park are all wonderful things!

114095221573 Aug 13 2022 09:32 AM
I think it would be a fun way to cool off and have some fun, maybe make some new 
friends, as long as the riff raff can be controlled 

114095219393 Aug 13 2022 09:27 AM Why spend the money and resources to bring back the pool? Turn it into a skate park.

114095213081 Aug 13 2022 09:10 AM

When my children were young they took tennis lessons and then did open swim after. We 
loved 10 miles away. Parks and Rec also had craft lessons there. It was wonderful and 
my daughters met kids from all over. We need to invest in a strong parks and  rec 
summer program . I personally would love to have a lap pool to swim in…perhaps early 
morning snd after work and let the kiddos enjoy during the heat of the day. 

114095180244 Aug 13 2022 07:39 AM

the old two feet to five feet was perfect for children.  At least have the two feet.  Swim 
lessons should be given.  And lefeguards who can keep order and safety should be hired.  
Safety for swimmers and neighbors in the area should be the upmost of importance.  

114095001810 Aug 12 2022 07:34 PM
Even though I wouldn’t use the pool,    I think a renovated pool with programs would be a 
valuable asset to the community and I support it fully. Good luck !!

114094935751 Aug 12 2022 04:22 PM

Not sure fixing the Victory Park Pool is such a good investment?  Very Costly plus you will 
have to hire Life Guards to be present at all times during the time the pool is open?  Can 
the city afford that, plus the maintenance of the pool.  Me myself wwould like to see some 
type of water feature like what they have at weber point and not actually a pool.  
Something that the people and dogs can all enjoy and not drown in.  

114094756137 Aug 12 2022 11:37 AM
I bring my grandchildren to play at Victory Park. And this is where I've been walking over 
15 yrs. Love this Park

114094632109 Aug 12 2022 08:59 AM
Bring the pool back for the kids, I remember growing up as a kid me and my sister loved 
this pool. 

114094606556 Aug 12 2022 08:23 AM
I grew up using victory park pool. It was always so much fun, a majority was young kids. 
We respected life guards and rules. I would love to see this happen again. 

114094454856 Aug 12 2022 04:30 AM

Used to swim at victory park each summer as a child. Disliked that it didn’t have a snack 
bar and wasn’t as exciting as the oak park pool that I also used to frequent but this pool 
was closer to home. 

114094315515 Aug 11 2022 10:29 PM This is soooo long overdue. 

114094272357 Aug 11 2022 08:10 PM

Security for the pool and the users will be very important. Victory Park already has a lot of 
users and I am worried there will be issues with overcrowding. Traffic on Pershing is still 
dangerous and out of control. Children will continue to be at risk unless the speeds are 
brought down. 

114094260159 Aug 11 2022 07:37 PM Miss a close public pool being open. 



114094243571 Aug 11 2022 06:56 PM

There is no year round public heated pool to do laps or water aerobics for the general 
public thus the City of Stockton has a gap in services for the general public as people who 

 can afford gym memberships have access to year round swimming.  

Another gap in service is City of Stockton does not offer Masters swimming program. It's 
important that lap and water aerobic time is offered not only in the morning but also after 

 work hours.

Lastlt, by having an outdoor heated pool like UOP, COVID would not be a concern for the  
high risk individuals like an indoor pool does. 

114094169930 Aug 11 2022 04:15 PM
There is nothing in this area for our kids to go swimming or family & adults . Would be a 
plus for the park .

114094151155 Aug 11 2022 03:39 PM
It would be great to have water aerobics for my older mother and a splash pad/shallow 
pool for young children. 

114094076560 Aug 11 2022 01:46 PM

There should be an artistic component included with the design of the pool. A mosaic at 
the bottom, or a mosaic tile design around the top inner rim of the pool. I recommend 
contacting Stockton Arts Commission since they are replacing the totem pole with 
another large art piece at the Northeast corner of the park. It is a very artistic population in 
that community, also with the Museum there, i think art is an essential component if not 
already included.

114093999116 Aug 11 2022 12:07 PM

As a very close resident, I would hope that the city would accommodate for the even 
more excessive trash and garbage that will brought by visitors to the pool. As of now, we 
get trash in our yard daily due to the increase in vendors at the park.  The city has done a 
very good job of disposing of trash that is in and near cans, but there are simply not 
enough trash receptacles to hold all the garbage after the elaborate parties and items 
being sold by the vendors in the park. 

114093981272 Aug 11 2022 11:45 AM Pool time !!

114093824841 Aug 11 2022 08:46 AM
Please install a more attractive, decorative wrought iron fence. The chicken wire fence is 
very ugly.

114093808825 Aug 11 2022 08:29 AM
I remember  using  the  pool  when i was  little  now  i cannot  wait to  see my grandsons  
use  the pool, finally  thank  you. 

114093802757 Aug 11 2022 08:23 AM
The community pool is nice to have for the surrounding neighbors and should be utilized 
for children to have fun in without having to pay for it.

114093775905 Aug 11 2022 07:51 AM Thank you

114093579327 Aug 11 2022 02:40 AM

Having access to public pools is especially important in Stockton where temperatures are 
often extremely hot. The public need cooling and exercise options and children must be 
taught basic water safety. 

114093475453 Aug 10 2022 10:39 PM Most important thing is for the pool to stay open

114093473957 Aug 10 2022 10:34 PM Would like this pool to be open to the public but any minor must have an adult with them

114093456753 Aug 10 2022 09:42 PM Great addition to our neighborhood.

114093453033 Aug 10 2022 09:31 PM
As a kid I remeber coming here to swim and it would be great for people who live in the 
area.

114093441178 Aug 10 2022 08:56 PM Much needed in Stockton!

114093436888 Aug 10 2022 08:44 PM
I’m so glad this is happening for the community! Please offer water aerobics for people 
who due to health issues can only do low-impact exercises. Thank you!

114093422125 Aug 10 2022 08:04 PM
I'd like there to be different hours for different age groups/activities,  including 
seniors/kids, for safety

114093420600 Aug 10 2022 08:00 PM Wish you all the best in trying to improve Stockton:)

114093416119 Aug 10 2022 07:49 PM Lived in the community for 30 years would love to see the pool back open

114093415855 Aug 10 2022 07:48 PM We need a LARGE pool to accommodate our large population. It’s a MUST!

114093414744 Aug 10 2022 07:45 PM None

114093396278 Aug 10 2022 07:04 PM
Pools create mess out side of pool. Possibly disrespectful in groups, night hangout and 
possible breaking in. Costly funds in upkeep. 



114093393902 Aug 10 2022 07:00 PM
Other public parks need to be renovated and accessible including Oak Park and offer 
summer programs. Stockton Citizens Rock! 

114093381245 Aug 10 2022 06:36 PM

Swim Lessons is the most important. Everyone needs to know how to swim. It's a Life 
Skill that everyone needs to know how to do. It's the same as riding a bike or tying your 
shoe.

114093327288 Aug 10 2022 05:09 PM

I learned to swim there over 65 years ago and want it to be my pool again. Maybe having 
senior exercise class would be goo since we have such high number older residents in 
this area.

114093316299 Aug 10 2022 04:51 PM No more talks PLEASE ! Just build it so everyone can enjoy the facility !!!!

114093306987 Aug 10 2022 04:35 PM
The only people that will use the pool, most likely, are the homeless, people from outside 
the area that don't have access to a local pool and the poor.

114093295505 Aug 10 2022 04:16 PM lets do this! a neighborhood pool for midtown. lets offer swim lessons to toddlers on up! 




